Introduction {#s1}
============

Filamentous fungi have enormous ecological, medical, agricultural and industrial impact and understanding their often unique cell biology is of great importance [@pone.0090911-Borkovich1]. Some members of genus Aspergillus have major economical benefits in the production of citric acid, sake and soy sauce while other species, particularly *Aspergillus fumigatus*, are opportunistic pathogens having the ability to cause systemic Aspergillosis in immuno-compromised patients [@pone.0090911-Goldman1]. *Aspergillus nidulans* is a powerful model genetic system and one of an impressive and growing number of sequenced filamentous fungal genomes including 19 species of Aspergilli (<http://www.aspgd.org/>) [@pone.0090911-Arnaud1], [@pone.0090911-Galagan1]. Improved annotation of the *A. nidulans* genome based on RNA-seq data together with advances in transcriptome analysis, endogenous gene targeting and the availability of gene deletion constructs for over 93% of genes have set the stage for further functional genomics [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]--[@pone.0090911-Sibthorp1]. This enhanced gene targeting has also facilitated rapid endogenous targeting of affinity purification tags or fluorescent proteins for proteomic studies allowing the mapping of protein interaction networks and defining subcellular protein localizations. Such approaches have significantly advanced the understanding of fungal biology [@pone.0090911-Bayram1]--[@pone.0090911-Yang1].

Differential regulation of asymmetric septation in between nuclei along filamentous fungal hyphae contributes greatly to their often unique cell biology. Multinucleate *A. nidulans* hyphae arise from the growth of uninucleate conidiospores because septation is initially suppressed during the first few cell cycles [@pone.0090911-Clutterbuck1], [@pone.0090911-Harris1]. Septation then becomes coupled with the cell cycles of multinucleate tip cells which undergo parasynchronous mitosis but do not form septa between each nucleus. Although many genes regulating septation have been identified [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-Harris1]--[@pone.0090911-Si1] how septation is differentially regulated to occur asymmetrically along the length of hyphae is not understood.

Protein kinases are involved in the regulation of virtually all eukaryotic biological processes through the reversible phosphorylation of their substrates and have thus been the subject of intense study [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-Manning1]--[@pone.0090911-Plowman1]. Recently the kinome of *A. nidulans* has been analyzed using functional genomics to generate and phenotypically analyze deletion mutants of all 128 protein kinases [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]. Kinases are regulated at the level of cellular protein levels, association with regulatory proteins, post-translational modifications and subcellular localization [@pone.0090911-Carmena1]--[@pone.0090911-Taylor1]. Thus proteomic approaches to define interacting proteins, posttranslational modifications and changes in the cellular levels or localization of kinases are useful to understand kinase biology. Study of kinase biology in *A. nidulans* has provided insights into both universally conserved kinase functions as well as fungal specific functions. For example the multifunctional NIMA kinase is the founding member of the NIMA related kinase (NEK) family and is essential for mitotic entry in *A. nidulans* and *Magnaporthe grisea* [@pone.0090911-Shen1], [@pone.0090911-Osmani2]--[@pone.0090911-VeneaultFourrey1]. Several of the 11 human NEKs perform similar mitotic functions to NIMA [@pone.0090911-Fry1], [@pone.0090911-Laurell1].

Protein localization is often indicative of function and this is perhaps most clearly illustrated by the location of mitotic kinases. For example during mitotic progression mammalian Aurora B kinases sequentially locate to, and have functions at, chromosomal arms, centromeres, the spindle midzone, the equatorial cortex and the midbody [@pone.0090911-Carmena1], [@pone.0090911-Agromayor1], [@pone.0090911-vanderWaal1]. While Aurora B does not apparently have an interphase function other mitotic kinases locate to interphase structures where they have functions distinct from their mitotic functions [@pone.0090911-Liu3]. For example, during interphase mammalian Mps1 kinases locate to centrosomes and regulate their duplication but during mitosis they locate to kinetochores where they are required to activate the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) [@pone.0090911-Liu3], [@pone.0090911-Fisk1]. The SAC helps ensure faithful mitosis by delaying anaphase onset until all kinetochores are correctly attached to the spindle and recruitment of SAC proteins to mitotic kinetochores is a hallmark of SAC activation [@pone.0090911-LaraGonzalez1], [@pone.0090911-Musacchio1]. Moreover, the human Prp4 kinase was unexpectedly found to locate to mitotic kinetochores and subsequently shown to function in the SAC although it was previously thought to function only in RNA processing [@pone.0090911-Montembault1]. Thus changes in the location of kinases from interphase to mitosis are often predictive of their function.

*A. nidulans* offers many advantages for proteomic studies defining protein interactions and subcellular localizations. Aiding biochemical analysis is the ability to produce an enormous number of genetically identical conidia (asexual spores) for the rapid generation of biomass which can easily be harvested by filtration [@pone.0090911-Liu2]. Methods are in place for single step affinity purification of proteins endogenously tagged with the 15 amino acid S-tag using S-protein beads for downstream mass spectrometry analysis to identify associated proteins, define post-translational modifications and complete biochemical assays [@pone.0090911-Liu2], [@pone.0090911-Shen1], [@pone.0090911-Ukil1]--[@pone.0090911-Richards1]. *A. nidulans* is also compatible with live cell imaging of proteins endogenously tagged with fluorescent markers and attaches to glass coverslips helping facilitate imaging over long time periods of polarized growth [@pone.0090911-DeSouza2]. To streamline proteomic analysis in *A. nidulans* we describe here dual localization-affinity purification (DLAP) tags comprised of GFP in tandem with the S-tag for endogenous C-terminal or N-terminal protein tagging. To establish the utility of DLAP tags and advance the understanding of fungal kinase biology, we have endogenously tagged, localized and affinity purified 17 *A. nidulans* protein kinases and completed mass spectrometry analysis for 10 affinity purified kinases. Analysis of this data demonstrated that DLAP tagged versions of the CotA, SldA^Bub1/R1^ and NimX^Cdk1^ kinases each specifically co-purify associated proteins. Comparative analysis of interphase and mitotic localizations indicated that 13 kinases changed location from interphase to mitosis and 7 kinases located to mitotic structures. Our data suggest functions for the An-Cdc7 DNA replication kinase at mitotic SPBs, the TorA kinase at endomembranes and provide novel insights into how SepH kinase location to SPBs differentially regulates septation generating asymmetric cell divisions along the length of hyphae.

Results and Discussion {#s2}
======================

We recently developed a protocol for single step affinity purification of *A. nidulans* proteins endogenously tagged with the S-tag [@pone.0090911-Liu2]. To additionally allow localization of proteins to be affinity purified we generated a dual localization-affinity purification (DLAP) tag (GFP-S-tag::*pyrG* ^Af^) for endogenous C-terminal tagging using standard *A. nidulans* primers [@pone.0090911-Liu2], [@pone.0090911-Yang1]. This tag includes 10 amino acid spacers separating the C-terminus of the tagged protein and the GFP and also in between the GFP and the S-tag to help provide functionality of the GFP, the S-tag and the tagged protein (Supplemental [file S2](#pone.0090911.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To test DLAP functionality we endogenously tagged the essential CotA kinase which localizes to the cytoplasm and cell tips and interacts with its binding partner MobB in a yeast 2-hybrid assay [@pone.0090911-Shi1]. A CotA-DLAP::*pyrG^Af^* tagging construct generated by standard 3-way fusion PCR was transformed into a Δ*nkuA^Ku70^* recipient strain in order to facilitate a high frequency of homologous gene replacement (Figure S1 in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@pone.0090911-Nayak1], [@pone.0090911-Yang1]. Successful integration of the DLAP tag at the C-terminal was confirmed by diagnostic PCR using primers situated external to the targeting construct. Live cell confocal imaging indicated that CotA-DLAP displayed its expected cytoplasmic localization and was enriched at growing cell tips ([Figure 1A](#pone-0090911-g001){ref-type="fig"}). We next carried out affinity purification of CotA-DLAP using S-protein agarose beads and recently described methodologies [@pone.0090911-Liu2]. The main feature of this purification protocol is that lysates are prepared from lyophilized cells. To ensure samples contained cells in a range of developmental stages, we prepared lysates from cells which had begun asexual reproduction in static liquid Petri dish cultures. Examination of the CotA-DLAP purification by silver staining of SDS-PAGE gels revealed two prominent bands, one corresponding to the 97 kD CotA-DLAP fusion and one with a mobility consistent with the 35 kD MobB protein ([Figure 1B](#pone-0090911-g001){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm that MobB co-purified with CotA, the purified sample was prepared for LC-MS/MS by running an SDS-PAGE gel until the proteins had just entered the separating gel and excising the bands as a single gel slice for analysis [@pone.0090911-Liu2]. LC-MS/MS analysis identified CotA with 46% sequence coverage as well as 9 peptides with 46% sequence coverage for MobB (AN1370). Together this indicates that CotA-DLAP allows the correct localization of CotA and facilitates affinity purification of the CotA-MobB protein complex.

![The DLAP tag (GFP-S-Tag) facilitates the localization and affinity purification of endogenously tagged proteins.\
**A** Micrograph showing that Cot-DLAP locates to the cytoplasm and is enriched at growing cell tips (arrows). N = nuclei, Bar ∼10 µm. **B** Silver stained SDS-PAGE gel (S) and anti-GFP western blot (α) of a single step CotA-DLAP affinity purification using S-protein beads. **C** Sequence of CotA and MobB (AN1370) with peptides identified by LC-MS/MS analysis shown in red. **D** Micrograph showing Nup82-DLAP locates to the nuclear periphery. **E** Silver stained SDS-PAGE gel of single step affinity purifications of Nup82-S-tag (lane 1) and Nup82-DLAP (lane 2). The asterisk indicates a higher molecular weight band corresponding to the electrophoretic mobility of the Nup82 binding partner Nup159 visible following a longer period of silver staining of a another Nup82-DLAP purification.](pone.0090911.g001){#pone-0090911-g001}

To directly compare affinity purifications using either the DLAP tag or the S-tag alone we endogenously tagged the essential Nup82 nuclear pore complex (NPC) protein which localizes to the nuclear periphery and forms a complex with Nup159 [@pone.0090911-Osmani1] (AO and SAO unpublished). Live cell confocal imaging indicated that Nup82-DLAP displayed its expected localization to the nuclear periphery ([Figure 1D](#pone-0090911-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Affinity purification using S-protein agarose beads purified both Nup82-DLAP and Nup82-S-tag with similar efficiency and the Nup82-DLAP affinity purification contained a band corresponding with the predicted size of Nup159 ([Figure 1E](#pone-0090911-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Thus proteins endogenously tagged with either the DLAP or the S-tag alone can be similarly purified using S-protein agarose beads. However the DLAP tag additionally allows localization of tagged proteins and offers the potential of an addition purification step using GFP-based affinity purification methodologies.

Protein Kinase Localization and Proteomics using the DLAP Tag {#s2a}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We selected 16 additional kinases to C-terminally DLAP tag for localization and proteomic analysis. NimX^Cdk1^, UvsB^ATR^, CmkA, SepH, SldA^Bub1/R1^, and SudD^Rio1^, were tagged at experimentally verified C-terminals [@pone.0090911-Bruno1], [@pone.0090911-DeSouza3]--[@pone.0090911-Efimov1]. The ChkC, Aurora, IreA, BckA, An-Prp4, TorA, An-Cdc7 and An-Cdk7 kinases were tagged at conserved predicted C-terminals which have recently been confirmed by RNA-Seq data (<http://www.aspgd.org/>) [@pone.0090911-Arnaud1], [@pone.0090911-Sibthorp1] and in the case of Aurora also by 3′ RACE-PCR (CDS and SAO unpublished). As alignment of the predicted CkiA^Hrr25^ C-terminal with orthologous Aspergillus kinases was ambiguous, we performed 3′-RACE PCR which defined the C-terminus as GLGRQWYYEA\*. For each of these kinases specific C-terminal DLAP constructs were generated, transformed into the same recipient strain and site specific transformants identified as above. In total 15 of the 17 C-terminally DLAP tagged kinases were functional as they complemented the phenotypes caused by deletion of the respective kinase genes (Table S1 in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]. However, C-terminal DLAP tagged versions of the UvsB^ATR^ and TorA PIKK kinases were non-functional as the tagged kinase alleles phenocopied the null alleles (Table S1 and Figure S2C in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We thus constructed a DLAP cassette (S-tag-GFP) (Supplemental [file S3](#pone.0090911.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for endogenous N-terminal protein tagging via a five way fusion PCR regime and N-terminally tagged UvsB^ATR^ and TorA (Figure S2B and C in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) [@pone.0090911-Wong1]. Verified DLAP-UvsB^ATR^ strains did not display the genotoxic stress sensitivity of *uvsB^ATR^* nulls and DLAP-TorA strains did not display the lethal phenotype of the *torA* nulls although they displayed a minor growth defect (Figure S2C in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, unlike the C-terminally tagged proteins, N-terminally tagged versions of UvsB^ATR^ and TorA are functional.

Each of the DLAP tagged kinase strains were next analyzed by live cell confocal microscopy to define their localization and affinity purifications carried out to purify the respective kinase and associated proteins. As a control DLAP expressed on its own was similarly analyzed. Following affinity purification approximately 10% of each purified sample was run on SDS-PAGE gels for silver staining and Western blotting using an anti-GFP antibody. Analysis of the DLAP control purification revealed a strong band at the expected molecular weight with only a few contaminating proteins visible by silver staining. Comparison of the silver stained gels and anti-GFP Western blots revealed each kinase affinity purification contained the respective DLAP tagged kinase although in some cases significant degradation products were present ([Figure 2](#pone-0090911-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Such degradation occurred during the purification procedure despite the presence of protease inhibitors and might reflect endogenous proteolysis taking place in the older parts of the conidiating cultures employed. To further test the robustness of the DLAP tag, 10 kinase purifications were analyzed by LC-MS/MS to determine sequence coverage of the respective purified kinase and identify associated proteins. The control DLAP construct purification was similarly analyzed. Sequence coverage obtained for each of the 10 purified kinases ranged from 15% for the lowly abundant SepH to 71% for the abundant NimX^Cdk1^ kinase ([Table 1](#pone-0090911-t001){ref-type="table"}). Comparative analysis of proteins identified by LC-MS/MS in each kinase purification and the DLAP control was used to determine specific co-purifying proteins. For example, MobB, which co-purified with CotA as described above, was not identified in the other 9 kinase purifications or in the DLAP control, indicating that this interaction is specific. This comparison also allowed common contaminants present in multiple purifications or in the DLAP control to be removed from further analysis. The results for the kinase localization and proteomic studies are summarized in [Table 1](#pone-0090911-t001){ref-type="table"} and described in more detail below.

![Single step affinity purifications of endogenously DLAP tagged kinases.\
Shown are silver stained SDS-PAGE gels (S) and anti-GFP western blots (α) of the indicated affinity purified kinases and a DLAP control. Molecular weights indicated in parentheses are for the respective DLAP tagged kinase. Arrowheads indicate the full length DLAP tagged kinase. Arrows indicate silver staining bands corresponding to the predicted molecular weight of co-purifying proteins identified by LC-MS/MS. \* = N-terminally tagged.](pone.0090911.g002){#pone-0090911-g002}
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###### Summary of the kinase localization and proteomic studies.

![](pone.0090911.t001){#pone-0090911-t001-1}

  Tagged protein                                    Tag location                                            Interphase location                  Mitotic location          LC-MS/MS hits       Name        peptides   \% Coverage
  ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- -------------
  An-Cak1                           SSSKKSTTAV[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                               Throughout cell                           ND                  **AN0699**        An-Cak1         14          51
  CmkA                              EREARERAHS[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                                 Cytoplasmic                       Throughout cell           **AN2412**         CmkA           17          58
  NimX^Cdk1^                        SGRARRNGFH[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                          Nuclear enriched, G2 SPBs           SPBs and nucleus (nuclear      **AN4182**      NimX^Cdk1^        19          71
                                                                                                                                             envelope associated foci         AN3648         Cyclin B         7           21
                                                                                                                                                during SAC arrest)            AN3795           PucA          <1@>          1
  SepH                              LTQFEAERGS[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                           Cytoplasmic foci, SPBs              Cytoplasmic foci, SPBs        **AN4385**         SepH           14          15
  CkiA^hrr25^       GLGRQWYYEA[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"} [&](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"}          Nuclear enriched, septa          SPBs, septa, cytoplasmic foci    **AN4563**      CkiA^hrr25^       17          50
  CotA                              YKAFNAFQAS[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                          Cytoplasmic, tip enriched         Throughout cell, tip enriched    **AN5529**         CotA           22          46
                                                                                                                                                                              AN1370           MobB           9           46
  An-Aurora                         GSGASKDGKV[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                                 Cytoplasmic                    The mitotic apparatus        **AN5815**       An-Aurora        17          53
  SudD^Rio1^                        LVSSSSRKRK[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                                 Cytoplasmic                       Throughout cell           **AN6363**         SudD           26          47
  ChkC                              PVRRNAISKE[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                             Nuclear (Variable)                        Nuclear               **AN7563**         ChkC           16          25
  SldA^Bub1/R1^                     FAEKKKRLEK[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                                Not detected                        Kinetochores             **AN3946**     SldA^Bub1/R1^      22          32
                                                                                                                                                                              AN2439        SldB^Bub3^        6           22
  An-IreA                           RFKRYFTPLE[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                                   ER-like                               ND                      ND                                   
  BckA                              YAKIRPVLEN[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                    Cytoplasmic, weakly enriched at septa          Throughout cell               ND                                   
  An-Prp4                           KH PFILRPKA[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                        Nuclear, nucleolar excluded                  Dispersed                  ND                                   
  UvsB^ATR^                         [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}MGMSDWASVE                                Not detected                             ND                      ND                                   
  TorA                              [\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}MAQAGPITDV                         Vacuoles, cytoplasmic foci                      ND                      ND                                   
  An-Cdc7                           DGDDDEVDMV[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                              Nuclear enriched                          SPBs                     ND                                   
  An-Cdk7                           RQLDFGAIKG[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}                    Nuclear enriched, nucleolar excluded              Dispersed                  ND                                   
  DLAP (Control)                                                                                              Throughout cell                           ND                     DLAP                           7           35

\*The position of the in frame fusion with the DLAP tag.

AN\#s in bold indicate the tagged kinase.

ND = not determined.

for An-CkiA^Hrr25^ the C-terminus was determined by 3′ RACE PCR.

@ An-Puc1 peptides were present in an independent NimXcdk1-DLAP purification.

### DLAP-tagged An-Cak1 and UvsB^ATR^ do not display defined cellular locations {#s2a1}

Apart from An-Cak1, which is predicted to activate cyclin dependent kinases, and the UvsB^ATR^ DNA damage response kinase [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-DeSouza3], [@pone.0090911-Hofmann1], all kinases displayed a distinct localization. An-Cak1-DLAP localized throughout cells in a manner similar to the DLAP control ([Figure 3B](#pone-0090911-g003){ref-type="fig"}) and unlike *S. cerevisiae* Cak1 was not obviously excluded from nuclei [@pone.0090911-Huh1]. Apart from rare foci, we were unable to detect DLAP-UvsB^ATR^ above background levels ([Figure 3C](#pone-0090911-g003){ref-type="fig"}) even though we were able to affinity purify the full length protein ([Figure 2](#pone-0090911-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Given that human ATR locates to nuclear foci following genotoxic stress [@pone.0090911-Tibbetts1] we examined UvsB^ATR^ location following the addition of either the DNA replication inhibitor hydroxyurea, or the DNA alkylating agent DEO. However, even under these conditions of genotoxic stress, we were unable to detect a distinct UvsB^ATR^ localization in 6 independent transformants (data not shown). We note that localization studies of the UvsB^ATR^ orthologue Mec1p in *S. cerevisiae* were also unsuccessful [@pone.0090911-Huh1], [@pone.0090911-Tkach1]. One possibility is that misfolding of GFP when fused with UvsB^ATR^ compromises its fluorescence.

![Kinases with a cytoplasmic localization.\
**A** A DLAP construct does not locate to any cellular compartment. **B** An-Cak1-DLAP locates throughout the cell. **C** DLAP-UvsB^ATR^ displays no obvious location apart from rare foci (arrowhead). **D** CotA-DLAP is cytoplasmic and is enriched at cell tips (arrowheads) but enters nuclei during mitosis. False coloring more clearly depicts its location to the cell tip. **E--G** CmkA-DLAP, BckA-DLAP and SudD^Rio1^-DLAP are cytoplasmic during interphase but enter nuclei during nuclear division. **H** BckA-DLAP locates weakly to septa. **I** IreA-DLAP locates to a cytoplasmic structure consistent with its predicted location to the ER. n = nuclei, Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g003){#pone-0090911-g003}

Cytoplasmic Kinases {#s2b}
-------------------

Endogenously DLAP tagged versions of the CmkA, SudD^Rio1^ and BckA kinases each localized throughout the cytoplasm but were excluded from regions evenly spaced along the germtubes, as was CotA, in a manner suggesting such shadows represent nuclei ([Figure 3D--G](#pone-0090911-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with this, the regions negative for GFP fluorescence synchronously doubled in number in a manner consistent with the synchronous mitotic nuclear divisions of *A. nidulans*. During the period of nuclear division, CmkA, SudD^Rio1^, BckA and CotA each entered nuclei before again being excluded to the cytoplasm following nuclear division ([Figure 3D--G](#pone-0090911-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The equilibration of these kinases across the nuclear envelope during mitotic entry is due to the partial disassembly of NPCs which increases the permeability of the nuclear envelope and inactivates nuclear transport during mitosis [@pone.0090911-Liu1], [@pone.0090911-Osmani1], [@pone.0090911-DeSouza4] Similar behavior has been reported for other cytoplasmic proteins [@pone.0090911-Ovechkina1]. The cytoplasmic location of CmkA, SudD^Rio1^ and BckA is consistent with the location of their respective orthologues in *S. cerevisiae* and *S. pombe* [@pone.0090911-Huh1], [@pone.0090911-Matsuyama1], [@pone.0090911-Vanrobays1]. In *S. pombe* the BckA orthologue, Mpk1, additionally locates weakly to septa [@pone.0090911-Madrid1]. Although we did not initially observe BckA at septa, careful inspection revealed that it was occasionally weakly enriched at septa above its cytoplasmic levels suggesting that this location is conserved in *A. nidulans* ([Figure 3H](#pone-0090911-g003){ref-type="fig"}).

The DLAP tagged version of the essential IreA kinase, which is predicted to regulate the unfolded protein response [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], displayed a cytoplasmic localization with a structured appearance ([Figure 3I](#pone-0090911-g003){ref-type="fig"}). Given that IreA encodes an N-terminal hydrophobic signal sequence and an ER luminal domain similar to other Ire1 kinases [@pone.0090911-Kimata1], it is likely that IreA locates to the ER. Notably however, unlike other *A. nidulans* ER proteins [@pone.0090911-Liu1], [@pone.0090911-MarkinaInarrairaegui1], IreA was not obviously located in the outer nuclear membrane which is contiguous with the ER.

### The A. nidulans TorA kinase locates to vesicles and vacuoles {#s2b1}

The DLAP-TorA kinase, predicted to perform multiple functions in the regulation of cell growth, displayed a distinctive localization to vacuolar membranes and vesicles which generally increased in size and abundance in regions distal from the tip ([Figure 4A--B](#pone-0090911-g004){ref-type="fig"}). This localization pattern is consistent with TorA locating to the endosomes and vacuoles of the endocytic pathway [@pone.0090911-Abenza1]. In *A. nidulans* endosomes undergo linear bidirectional movements but this motility decreases as endosomes mature [@pone.0090911-Penalva1]. Consistent with this, kymograph representations of time lapse images indicated that large TorA vesicles were relatively immobile whereas smaller vesicles underwent bidirectional movements ([Figure 4C](#pone-0090911-g004){ref-type="fig"}). These smaller TorA vesicles moved in one direction for 2--4 µm before stopping and reversing direction resulting in a V-shaped pattern on kymographs that is characteristic of endosomes ([Figure 4C](#pone-0090911-g004){ref-type="fig"}) [@pone.0090911-Penalva1]. The rate of movement of these smaller TorA vesicles was in the order of 1.8 µm/sec at 23° which is comparable with the published rate of 2.5 µm/sec at 25° for early endosomes [@pone.0090911-Abenza2]. However, early endosomes often move longer distances of over 15 µm and are more numerous than TorA vesicles suggesting that TorA predominately locates to more mature endosomes. Supporting this, TorA was often apparent at distinct foci in the vicinity of vacuolar membranes and high resolution 3D reconstructions revealed that these foci were adjacent to, or possibly connected to, the outside of the vacuolar membrane ([Figure 4A](#pone-0090911-g004){ref-type="fig"} arrowheads). Together these data suggest that at least some TorA vesicles correspond to late endosomes which fuse to the vacuolar membrane to which TorA also locates.

![The TorA kinase locates to vacuoles and vesicles.\
**A** A germling showing the typical pattern of DLAP-TorA location to vesicles along the germtube and vacuoles distal from the cell tip. The lower panel shows a higher magnification of the region shown in the inset rotated in 3D demonstrating bright TorA vesicles (arrowheads) on the outside of the vacuolar membrane. **B** TorA is enriched at circular membranous structures which align with vacuoles (v) visualized by DIC. **C** A kymograph showing bidirectional movement of the TorA vesicles. Data were generated from a single confocal Z slice with images collected every 0.083 sec. Note that compared to larger vesicles (e.g. V2), smaller vesicles move longer bidirectional distances of 2--4 µm (e.g. V1). Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g004){#pone-0090911-g004}

Tor kinases also locate to endomembrane systems in other organisms and their function at these locations is of considerable interest [@pone.0090911-Sturgill1]--[@pone.0090911-Betz1]. In *S. cerevisiae* one of the two Tor kinases, Tor1p, resides at vacuolar membranes [@pone.0090911-Sturgill1]. In mammalian cells inactive mTORC1 is recruited to lysosomes, the mammalian equivalent of vacuoles, in response to high levels of amino acids [@pone.0090911-Sancak1]. This facilitates mTor activation at lysosomes which regulates increased protein synthesis when amino acids are abundant. The location of TorA to vesicles and vacuoles in *A. nidulans* suggests that regulation of TorA activity at these endomembranes is likely important for the cellular response to amino acids and other nutrients in filamentous fungi.

Nuclear Kinases which Disperse throughout the Cell during Mitosis {#s2c}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Although 8 kinases were enriched in nuclei, time lapse imaging indicated distinct patterns of location during the cell cycle including two kinases which dispersed from nuclei during mitosis. Of these, the essential predicted mRNA processing kinase An-Prp4-DLAP was highly enriched in nuclei but was excluded from a nuclear sub-compartment which most likely represents the nucleolus ([Figure 5B](#pone-0090911-g005){ref-type="fig"}). To our knowledge this is the first time an endogenously tagged version of the Prp4 kinase has been localized as global localization studies failed to localize *S. pombe* Prp4 whereas *S. cerevisiae* lacks a Prp4 orthologue [@pone.0090911-Matsuyama1]. Nuclear localization of An-Prp4 was observed throughout the cell cycle apart from during mitosis when An-Prp4 dispersed from nuclei for 7.5+/−0.6 min (n = 4) due to the inactivation of nuclear cytoplasmic transport during mitosis when NPCs partially disassemble [@pone.0090911-DeSouza2]. Mitotic dispersal of An-Prp4 also indicates it does not bind to mitotic nuclear structures. Given this, An-Prp4 is unlikely to have a mitotic nuclear function in *A. nidulans* although in HeLa cells Prp4 locates to kinetochores where it has been implicated in mitotic SAC regulation [@pone.0090911-Montembault1].

![Kinases with a nuclear location.\
**A** ChkC-DLAP is weakly enriched in nuclei indicated by the Nup49-mCherry nuclear envelope marker. **B and C** An-Cdk7-DLAP and An-Prp4-DLAP are enriched in interphase nuclei but disperse from mitotic nuclei during nuclear division. Arrows indicate nuclear regions with low levels of An-Prp4 and An-Cdk7 that are reminiscent of nucleoli. **D** Aurora-DLAP locates to the mitotic apparatus. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g005){#pone-0090911-g005}

The An-Cdk7-DLAP kinase, which is essential in *A. nidulans*, was moderately enriched in interphase nuclei in a similar manner to An-Prp4 although its apparent exclusion from the nucleolus was less obvious ([Figure 5C](#pone-0090911-g005){ref-type="fig"}). During mitosis An-Cdk7-DLAP dispersed from nuclei indicating it does not bind to mitotic nuclear structures. In *S. pombe* the Mcs6 kinase is orthologous to An-Cdk7 and is also excluded from nucleoli although it is additionally present in cytoplasmic dots [@pone.0090911-Matsuyama1]. Mcs6 has dual functions in regulating CDK activation as well as RNA pol II transcription [@pone.0090911-Pei1]. The orthologous *S. cerevisiae* kinase, Kin28, locates to nuclei where it regulates RNA pol II transcription although it is not involved in CDK activation [@pone.0090911-Huh1].

Contrasting An-Cdk7 and An-Prp4, other nuclear kinases remained associated with nuclear structures during mitosis strongly suggesting they have functions at these mitotic structures.

Kinases which Locate to Mitotic Nuclear Structures {#s2d}
--------------------------------------------------

Seven kinases located to nuclear structures during mitosis including ChkC, a Chk2 related kinase specific to the filamentous ascomycetes whose localization has not previously been reported in any organism. ChkC functions in the cellular response to replicative stress in *A. nidulans* although the orthologous Mus-59 kinase of *N. crassa* functions in response to DNA double strand breaks [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-Wakabayashi1]. Consistent with the role of ChkC/Mus-59 kinases in response to genotoxic stress ChkC-DLAP was weakly enriched in nuclei ([Figure 5A](#pone-0090911-g005){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, ChkC displayed a complicated mitotic localization pattern which will be described elsewhere (CDS, SAO, manuscript in preparation). As expected the essential Aurora mitotic kinase displayed a complex pattern of location to the mitotic apparatus which will be described, along with its functional analysis, elsewhere ([Figure 5D](#pone-0090911-g005){ref-type="fig"}; CDS, SAO, manuscript in preparation).

### SldA^Bub1/R1^ associates with SldB^Bub3^ and locates to mitotic kinetochores {#s2d1}

Although SAC function is highly conserved and most organisms encode two related SAC proteins, Bub1 and BubR1/Mad3, many filamentous fungi only encode a single version which is called SldA^Bub1/R1^ in *A. nidulans* [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-Efimov1], [@pone.0090911-SuijkerbuijkSaskia1]. This suggests that SldA^Bub1/R1^ carries out all the functions of the Bub1 and BubR1/Mad3 family members. As shown previously SldA^Bub1/R1^ localizes to kinetochores as cells enter mitosis and is maintained at this location when spindle formation is prevented by benomyl treatment ([Figure 6A and E](#pone-0090911-g006){ref-type="fig"}) [@pone.0090911-DeSouza2]. Although this localization is characteristic of SAC proteins, SldA^Bub1/R1^ surprisingly accumulated at kinetochores 1.4+/−0.4 min (n = 6) before complete Nup49 dispersal suggesting that its kinetochore recruitment is a very early mitotic event. Given this, we determined if SldA^Bub1/R1^ kinetochore recruitment preceded that of the Mad1 SAC protein. This revealed that SldA^Bub1/R1^ initially accumulated at kinetochores while Mad1-mCherry was still present at its interphase NPC residence and before Mad1 transition to kinetochores and the surrounding spindle matrix ([Figure 6B](#pone-0090911-g006){ref-type="fig"}) [@pone.0090911-DeSouza5]. Both SldA^Bub1/R1^ and Mad1 then remained at kinetochores until the metaphase to anaphase transition at which point SldA^Bub1/R1^ dispersed throughout the cell while Mad1 persisted at its mitotic spindle matrix location.

![SldA^Bub1/R1^ appears at kinetochores before Mad1 but is not required for Mad1 kinetochore location.\
**A** Time lapse images of SldA^Bub1/R1^-DLAP together with Nup49-mCherry during mitosis. **B** As for A but with Mad1-mCherry showing that SldA^Bub1/R1^ accumulates at kinetochores (arrowheads) while Mad1 is still at its interphase NPC location. Following anaphase onset, SldA^Bub1/R1^ disperses from kinetochores but Mad1 remains prominent at its spindle matrix location (arrow). p = prophase, m = metaphase, a = anaphase, t = telophase. **C** In a Δ*sldA* ^Bub1/R1^ mutant Mad1-GFP still co-locates with Ndc80-mCherry at kinetochores (arrowhead) during early stages of mitosis and persists at the spindle matrix until telophase (arrow). **D** Graph showing that mitotic duration is shorter in Δ*sldA* ^Bub1/R1^ mutants than in wild type cells. **E** SldA^Bub1/R1^ locates to kinetochores during a mitotic SAC arrest in the presence of benomyl (M) but not in an interphase cell (i). Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g006){#pone-0090911-g006}

The finding that SldA^Bub1/R1^ accumulates at kinetochores earlier than Mad1 suggests that it behaves like mammalian Bub1 which appears at kinetochores very early in prophase and whose activity is required for Mad1 kinetochore recruitment [@pone.0090911-LaraGonzalez1]. Given this, we determined if SldA^Bub1/R1^ is required for Mad1 kinetochore location using a recently generated *sldA^Bub1/R1^* deletion mutant [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]. This revealed that Mad1 localized normally to both kinetochores and the spindle matrix in the absence of SldA^Bub1/R1^ ([Figure 6C](#pone-0090911-g006){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly however, the duration of mitosis in *sldA^Bub1/R1^* mutants was significantly shorter than for wild type cells ([Figure 6D](#pone-0090911-g006){ref-type="fig"}), as is also the case for *mad1* and *mad2* SAC mutants [@pone.0090911-DeSouza5]. Thus, the requirement for SldA^Bub1/R1^ in mitotic timing and SAC function is independent of the kinetochore localization of Mad1.

In addition to 22 SldA^Bub1/R1^ peptides representing 32% sequence coverage, LC-MS/MS analysis of purified SldA^Bub1/R1^-DLAP also identified 6 peptides representing 22% sequence coverage of the SldB^Bub3^ (AN2439) SAC protein. Although SldA^Bub1/R1^ and SldB^Bub3^ were both identified in a genetic screen for mutants synthetically lethal without dynein function [@pone.0090911-Efimov1] and are predicted to interact based on studies in other organisms [@pone.0090911-Wang2], to our knowledge this is the first demonstration that they co-purify in filamentous fungi. Moreover, supporting the sensitivity of this approach, SldA^Bub1/R1^ is a low abundance kinase and only a weakly silver staining band corresponding to the size of SldB^Bub3^ was present in the SldA^Bub1/R1^ purification ([Figure 2](#pone-0090911-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

### The NimX^Cdk1^ kinase locates to nuclei and mitotic SPBs {#s2d2}

The NimX^Cdk1^-DLAP cell cycle kinase located as previously reported during interphase and mitosis [@pone.0090911-Nayak2], [@pone.0090911-Wu1]. During early G1 NimX^Cdk1^ was predominantly cytoplasmic but gradually accumulated in nuclei as cells progressed through interphase. This is because the nuclear location of NimX^Cdk1^ is dependent on its binding partner Cyclin B which is synthesized during interphase but is degraded following anaphase onset [@pone.0090911-DeSouza2], [@pone.0090911-Nayak2]--[@pone.0090911-Ye1]. Also similar to Cyclin B, NimX^Cdk1^ became prominent at the SPBs during G2 ([Figure 7A](#pone-0090911-g007){ref-type="fig"}). When cells entered mitosis NimX^Cdk1^ was partially released from nuclei although a pool remained concentrated around the SPBs. As cells progressed through mitosis nuclear levels of NimX^Cdk1^ decreased concomitant with an increase in its cytoplasmic levels as can more clearly be seen in the false colored images ([Figure 7A](#pone-0090911-g007){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly however, although Cyclin B is degraded following metaphase, a recent study indicates that NimX^Cdk1^ dispersal occurs while Cyclin B is still present within nuclei suggesting that NimX^Cdk1^ surprisingly dissociates from Cyclin B during mitosis [@pone.0090911-Nayak2].

![The NimX^Cdk1^ kinase in enriched in nuclei and at SPBs.\
**A** NimX^Cdk1^-DLAP concentrates to nuclei and SPBs during G2 but partially disperses from nuclei during mitotic entry. False coloring (NimX^Cdk1^ \*) more clearly reveals NimX^Cdk1^ location to SPBs (arrowhead) and shows that NimX^Cdk1^ accumulates in the cytoplasm as it is released from nuclei during mitosis. **B and C** Time lapse images and kymographs showing nuclei entering a mitotic SAC arrest in the presence of benomyl. NimX^Cdk1^ remains concentrated around SPBs during SAC arrest. The arrowheads indicate an additional focus of NimX^Cdk1^ present during SAC arrest which appears to be in the vicinity of the nuclear envelope. As shown in B, NimX^Cdk1^ disperses during SIME prior to Nup49 reassembly at NPCs in the nuclear envelope. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g007){#pone-0090911-g007}

We next determined if NimX^Cdk1^ is maintained at SPBs during a mitotic SAC arrest induced by the microtubule poison benomyl. Under these conditions the SAC arrests cells in a prometaphase-like state with unseparated SPBs for ∼45 min before the SAC is inactivated allowing cells to return to interphase without nuclear division in a process termed spindle independent mitotic exit (SIME) [@pone.0090911-DeSouza2]. During entry into mitotic SAC arrest NimX^Cdk1^ partially dispersed from nuclei although a pool remained concentrated around the SPBs, as occurs during normal mitotic entry ([Figure 7B and C](#pone-0090911-g007){ref-type="fig"}). This SPB associated pool of NimX^Cdk1^ persisted during the mitotic SAC arrest but dispersed during SIME prior to cells returning to interphase as indicated by Nup49 reassembly to the nuclear envelope ([Figure 7B](#pone-0090911-g007){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to SPBs, Cyclin B is also present at other foci associated with the nuclear periphery during SAC arrest [@pone.0090911-DeSouza2]. Importantly, NimX^Cdk1^ also located to similar foci at the nuclear periphery during SAC arrest suggesting that these foci represent active pools of NimX^Cdk1^/Cyclin B ([Figure 7B and C](#pone-0090911-g007){ref-type="fig"} arrowheads). As NimX^Cdk1^/Cyclin B is a major mitotic regulator it will be of interest to determine the nature of these apparently active pools of NimX^Cdk1^/Cyclin B associated with the nuclear envelope when cells are arrested in mitosis. One interesting possibility is that they coincide with clusters of partially disassembled NPCs present during SAC arrest [@pone.0090911-Liu1].

As expected, LC-MS/MS analysis of affinity purified NimX^Cdk1^-DLAP identified NimE^Cyclin\ B^ (AN3648) with 9 peptides representing 21% sequence coverage as well as 71% sequence coverage for NimX^Cdk1^ ([Table 1](#pone-0090911-t001){ref-type="table"}). Although partially obscured by the 67 kD NimX^Cdk1^-DLAP chimera, a band likely corresponding to the 55 kD NimE^Cyclin\ B^ protein was present in the NimX^Cdk1^ purification ([Figure 2](#pone-0090911-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, in addition to NimE^Cyclin\ B^, the AN3795 putative B-type cyclin was present in the NimX^Cdk1^ purification but was not in the other 9 kinase purifications. Although sequence coverage was low, AN3795 was identified in two independent NimX^Cdk1^-DLAP purifications, indicating that this interaction is reproducible. We have called AN3795 PucA as it is related to the fission yeast Puc1 cyclin which associates with Cdk1 to regulate the G1/S transition [@pone.0090911-MartinCastellanos1]. Together, this suggests the PucA is a second cyclin which associates with NimX^Cdk1^ possibly to regulate the G1/S transition.

### The An-Cdc7 kinase locates to interphase nuclei and mitotic SPBs {#s2d3}

Live cell imaging of An-Cdc7-DLAP (called Hsk1 in *S. pombe*) indicated that it was enriched in interphase nuclei, consistent with the well established function of the Cdc7/Dbf4 complex, called DDK for [D]{.ul}bf4/Drf1-[d]{.ul}ependent [k]{.ul}inase, during DNA replication ([Figure 8A](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}) [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-James1], [@pone.0090911-Masai1]. As cells entered mitosis the majority of An-Cdc7 dispersed from nuclei although a small pool surprisingly localized to a single nuclear focus ([Figure 8A](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads; [Video S1](#pone.0090911.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) which segregated into two foci in a manner identical to mitotic SPBs. Confirming this, An-Cdc7 co-localized with the GCP3 SPB marker [@pone.0090911-Xiong1] as the spindle poles separated ([Figure 8B](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S3A in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By telophase, when Nup49 began to reassemble to the nuclear envelope, An-Cdc7 had dispersed from the SPBs ([Figure 8A](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}; [Video S1](#pone.0090911.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although *A. nidulans* SPBs and kinetochores cluster together during interphase, the SPB location of An-Cdc7 during mitosis was distinct from segregating kinetochores visualized by the Ndc80-mCherry kinetochore marker (Figure S3B in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In *S. cerevisiae* Cdc7p has recently been shown to locate to kinetochores from telophase to early G1 [@pone.0090911-Natsume1]. Our analysis indicates An-Cdc7 does not appear to locate to kinetochores during their mitotic segregation. However, because kinetochores cluster at SPBs during interphase and then at telophase we cannot exclude the possibility that An-Cdc7 has some more direct interactions with kinetochores/centromeres during the early and late stages of mitosis.

![The An-Cdc7 kinase is predominantly nuclear during interphase and locates to mitotic SPBs.\
**A** Time lapse images and kymographs of the nucleus shown in [Video S1](#pone.0090911.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} showing that An-Cdc7-DLAP is enriched in interphase nuclei defined by Nup49-mCherry. As Nup49 disassembles from the nuclear envelope in prophase (p) nuclear An-Cdc7 disperses apart from a small focus (arrowhead) which segregates during metaphase (m) before dispersing prior to Nup49 reassembly to the daughter nuclei in telophase (t). As shown in the kymographs An-Cdc7 begins to accumulate in nuclei 8 min after Nup49 reassembly although some remains in the cytoplasm. **B** Images and pixel line intensity profile showing An-Cdc7 co-localization with GCP3-mCherry at SPBs during metaphase. **C** Transit through a mitotic SAC arrest in the presence of benomyl. An-Cdc7 remains at SPBs during mitotic SAC arrest but disperses (arrowheads) during SIME. **D** Time lapse images of the cell in [Video S2](#pone.0090911.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} showing histone H1-mCherry and GFP-tubulin in a cell lacking An-Cdc7. Uninucleate conidiospores were germinated at 32° from a heterokaryon in selective media which only allows *ΔAn-cdc7* cells to form germtubes. Although *ΔAn-cdc7* cells do not undergo DNA replication, this cell attempts mitosis twice (M1 and M2) separated by an intervening period of interphase. Note that during M1 (see Figure S3E in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for all time points) up to 8 distinct Histone H1 foci (15 min arrowhead), likely representing the unreplicated chromosomes, are apparent along the spindle. This leads to a prolonged mitotic arrest before cells return to interphase forming two uneven masses of DNA. During M2 two spindles form before the cell returns to interphase after a transient mitotic arrest. Bar ∼10 µm. **E** Graph showing the relative levels of histone H1 fluorescence for the cell shown in D. The periods of mitotic arrest (gold) and interphase (blue) are indicated.](pone.0090911.g008){#pone-0090911-g008}

Following mitosis, An-Cdc7 began to reaccumulate in G1 nuclei 6.8+/−0.7 min (n = 12) after NPC reassembly which reestablishes nuclear transport ([Figure 8A](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}). However during early G1 An-Cdc7 had not fully accumulated in nuclei and some was still present in the cytoplasm ([Figure 8A](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}). This initial delay and then slow nuclear accumulation of An-Cdc7 in G1 indicates that its post-mitotic nuclear import has an additional level of regulation. In *S. cerevisiae* Cdc7p nuclear accumulation requires re-synthesis of its binding partner Dbf4p which is degraded following mitosis [@pone.0090911-Weinreich1], [@pone.0090911-Ferreira1]. Given this it is likely that a similar level of regulation exists in *A. nidulans* whereby post-mitotic synthesis of NimO^Dbf4^ would be required for An-Cdc7 nuclear import.

We next determined if An-Cdc7 mitotic location was dependent upon microtubules by treating cells with benomyl. Microtubule depolymerization did not affect An-Cdc7 location to interphase nuclei and when these cells entered mitosis a pool of An-Cdc7 persisted at the SPBs ([Figure 8C](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, An-Cdc7 remained associated with the unseparated SPBs throughout the mitotic SAC arrest before dispersing during SIME ([Figure 8C](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}). Thus An-Cdc7 associates with SPBs independently of microtubules and SAC activation maintains An-Cdc7 location at SPBs.

Although *An-cdc7* is essential we have recently utilized heterokaryon rescue to study the phenotype of the null allele [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]. As shown for DDK mutants in other systems and for NimO^Dbf4^ in *A. nidulans* [@pone.0090911-James1], [@pone.0090911-Masai1], *An-cdc7* mutants do not undergo DNA replication but still attempt mitosis due to a failure to activate the checkpoint which prevents mitotic entry when DNA replication is incomplete [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]. In this scenario, SAC activation would be expected upon mitotic entry as the absence of sister chromatids would prevent biorientation of chromosomes. It is known that in the absence of spindle function *A. nidulans* cells still undergo multiple cell cycles, each consisting of a round of DNA replication and a delayed failed mitosis [@pone.0090911-DeSouza2]. Given this we were interested if in *An-cdc7* mutants multiple cell cycles could occur in the absence of both DNA replication and successful mitosis. To determine this we utilized a heterokaryon containing both wild type and *ΔAn-cdc7* nuclei as well as endogenously tagged GFP-tubulin and histone-H1-mCherry [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]. Uninucleate *ΔAn-cdc7* spores generated from this heterokaryon were identified by their ability to form germtubes on selective media whereas *An-cdc7* wild type cells from the same heterokaryon did not form germtubes. During interphase histone H1-mCherry fluorescence levels increased in wild type cells but not in *ΔAn-cdc7* cells, consistent with the expected failure in DNA replication in cells lacking *An-cdc7* function (Figure S3C in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Unlike wild type cells which transited mitosis normally, *ΔAn-cdc7* cells often displayed highly abnormal curved or bent spindles during a mitosis which was on average over 4 times the length of wild type mitosis (Figure S3D in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Video S2](#pone.0090911.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with the SAC delaying mitotic exit before being inactivated allowing cells to return to interphase via SIME. Following one cell cycle in which both DNA replication and mitosis failed, *ΔAn-cdc7* cells continued through the next cell cycle once again failing both DNA replication and mitosis ([Figure 8D and E](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}). Notably however, although DNA replication failed in these *ΔAn-cdc7* cell cycles, *ΔAn-cdc7* cells still apparently underwent SPB duplication as multiple spindles formed during the second attempted mitosis ([Figure 8D](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}).

Interestingly during mitotic SAC arrest in *ΔAn-cdc7* cells chromosomes often moved along the spindle in between the two spindle poles. For example in the cell shown in [Figures 8D](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"} and [Video S2](#pone.0090911.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} two uneven masses of chromosomes are present at the spindle poles early in the mitotic arrest (asterisk) but later in the arrest what appear to be the 8 unreplicated chromosomes spread along the spindle appear (arrowhead). This cell subsequently fails mitosis and returns to interphase generating two unequal masses of chromosomes with different amounts of histone H1 suggesting that random segregation of unreplicated chromosomes had occurred ([Figure 8D](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}). In other instances *ΔAn-cdc7* cells transited the mitotic arrest and returned to interphase generating a single mass of chromosomes (Figure S3F in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To our knowledge Cdc7/Hsk1 orthologues have not previously been reported at mitotic SPBs or centrosomes although a global analysis of protein localization in *S. pombe* identified a pool of the Hsk1 binding partner Dfp1 at SPBs [@pone.0090911-Matsuyama1]. Our finding that An-Cdc7 is maintained at mitotic SPBs suggests that it has a function at this locale in addition to its well established functions during DNA replication. It is noteworthy that other proteins previously thought to function only during DNA replication, including mammalian ORCs (origin replication complex) and MCMs (mini-chromosome maintenance), locate to centrosomes [@pone.0090911-Knockleby1]--[@pone.0090911-Hemerly1]. Moreover, Orc1 has been implicated in restricting centrosome duplication to one round each cell cycle [@pone.0090911-Hemerly1]. Given this it is interesting that loss of *A. nidulans* NimQ^MCM2^ function leads to extranumerary SPBs [@pone.0090911-Ye2] and that our findings indicate that in *ΔAn-cdc7* mutants SPB duplication is also apparently uncoupled from DNA replication.

The location of An-Cdc7 to SPBs might also be related to the function of the DDK complex in regulating centromeric cohesion [@pone.0090911-Natsume1], [@pone.0090911-Takahashi1], [@pone.0090911-Bailis1]. In *S. pombe* DDK phosphorylates Swi6 (also called HP1 for heterochromatin protein 1) which helps establish centromeric cohesion [@pone.0090911-Bailis1]. In this regard it is interesting that a pool of *S. pombe* Swi6/HP1 locates to SPBs [@pone.0090911-Matsuyama1] and that the orthologous *A. nidulans* HepA^HP1^ (AN1905) also locates to SPBs (SAO, K-FS unpublished) [@pone.0090911-ReyesDominguez1]. Thus one interesting model is that An-Cdc7 regulates HepA^HP1^ at SPBs to help maintain centromeric cohesion until anaphase.

Another potential substrate of An-Cdc7, the PlkA^Polo^ kinase, also locates to mitotic SPBs in *A. nidulans* [@pone.0090911-Bachewich1]. In *S. cerevisiae* DDK binds to the Cdc5p Polo kinase inhibiting the ability of Polo to promote mitotic exit [@pone.0090911-Miller1]. It is therefore possible that An-Cdc7 also regulates PlkA^Polo^ at SPBs during mitosis in *A. nidulans*.

### CkiA^Hrr25^ locates to mitotic spindle pole bodies and septa {#s2d4}

The essential CkiA^Hrr25^-DLAP casein kinase 1 (CK1) located to multiple cell structures consistent with the diverse functions of this kinase family including roles in trafficking amino acid transporters to the plasma membrane in *A. nidulans* [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-Apostolaki1]--[@pone.0090911-Johnson1]. As recently reported, CkiA^Hrr25^ was weakly enriched in interphase nuclei [@pone.0090911-Apostolaki1] but high resolution confocal time lapse imaging revealed other cell cycle specific locations ([Figure 9](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"}). As cells entered mitosis CkiA^Hrr25^ concentrated to a single nuclear focus which subsequently segregated into two foci ([Figure 9A--D](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"}). Comparison with Ndc80-mCherry and GCP3-mCherry indicated that CkiA^Hrr25^ segregated with mitotic SPBs and was not present at segregating kinetochores ([Figure 9A--D](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"}). In longer asynchronous populations of germlings CkiA^Hrr25^ was also present at 89.4% (n = 121) of septa ([Figure 9F](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"}). CkiA^Hrr25^ first appeared at forming septa approximately 20 min following mitosis in the same period when the septal cell wall first became visible ([Figure 9G](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"}). At this time CkiA^Hrr25^ was transiently present near the plasma membrane or as a band in the vicinity of the septal wall before concentrating to a single focus in the septal pore region where it remained for an extended period ([Figure 9G](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest that CkiA^Hrr25^ initially locates in the region of the forming septal wall before concentrating at the septal pore. As discussed below, CkiA^Hrr25^ was also occasionally observed at undefined cytoplasmic foci which generally appeared during mitosis or early interphase ([Figure 9C and E](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"} arrows).

![CkiA^Hrr25^ locates to mitotic SPBs and septa.\
**A** Time lapse images showing CkiA^Hrr25^-DLAP location in comparison with the Ndc80-mCherry kinetochore marker. Grayscale CkiA^Hrr25^ images have been inverted to more clearly show its location. CkiA^Hrr25^ is weakly enriched in the G2 nucleus but concentrates to a single nuclear focus in the region of the kinetochores during prophase (p, arrowhead). Although CkiA^Hrr25^ segregates into two foci during metaphase (m) and anaphase (a) this location is distinct from the kinetochores. **B** Pixel line intensity profile showing that CkiA^Hrr25^ location is distinct from the Ndc80 kinetochores during anaphase. **C** Time lapse images showing that CkiA^Hrr25^ segregates with the GCP3-mCherry SPB marker. The arrow indicates a non-SPB focus which appears during mitosis in some cells and persists into interphase. **D** Pixel line intensity profile showing that CkiA^Hrr25^ co-locates with GCP3 at SPBs. **E** A telophase cell showing a cytoplasmic CkiA^Hrr25^ focus. **F** CkiA^Hrr25^ locates to septa (arrowhead). **G** Time lapse images every 45 s showing that CkiA^Hrr25^ first appears near the cell wall (arrow) as the septum becomes visible by DIC before contracting to a single focus in the center of the septum. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g009){#pone-0090911-g009}

We next examined CkiA^Hrr25^ localization in the presence of benomyl to determine if microtubules were required for its location to SPBs and/or septa, structures which both act as microtubule organizing centers in *A. nidulans* [@pone.0090911-Konzack1]. During mitotic entry without microtubules CkiA^Hrr25^ concentrated at SPBs in a manner similar to a normal mitosis and then remained at the unsegregated SPBs during the ensuing mitotic SAC arrest ([Figure 10A and B](#pone-0090911-g010){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly microtubule depolymerization did not obviously affect CkiA^Hrr25^ location to either forming septa or septal pores during either interphase or mitotic arrest ([Figure 10A and D](#pone-0090911-g010){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, CkiA^Hrr25^ locates to mitotic SPBs and septa independently of microtubules and is maintained at SPBs during a mitotic SAC arrest. Notably, undefined cytoplasmic CkiA^Hrr25^ foci similar to those observed during normal mitosis were often particularly prominent during mitotic SAC arrest ([Figure 10B](#pone-0090911-g010){ref-type="fig"} arrows, [Video S3](#pone.0090911.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![CkiA^Hrr25^ locates to mitotic SPBs and to septa independently of microtubules in benomyl treated cells.\
**A** Time lapse images showing that CkiA^Hrr25^-DLAP locates to the SPB/kinetochore region (arrowheads) independently of microtubules. Following transit through the mitotic state CkiA^Hrr25^ locates to a forming septum (arrowhead 72′). **B** Time lapse images and kymographs from [Video S3](#pone.0090911.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} showing a non-SPB CkiA^Hrr25^ focus (arrows) which appears during the SAC arrest and persists into interphase. **C** A nucleus during SAC arrest in which an individual kinetochore (arrowhead) is detached from the SPB/kinetochore cluster. CkiA^Hrr25^ is present at the SPB/kinetochore cluster but not at the unattached kinetochore. **D** A germling in the presence of benomyl with CkiA^Hrr25^ locating to a mature septum (arrowhead). At 0′ the cells on either side of the septum are in interphase (i) and CkiA^Hrr25^ is enriched in nuclei. CkiA^Hrr25^ remains at the septum at 7′ when the cell on the right has entered a mitotic SAC arrest (M) indicated by CkiA^Hrr25^ SPB location. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g010){#pone-0090911-g010}

In human cells human CK1δ locates to centrosomes and has been implicated in mediating neurite outgrowth in neural cells [@pone.0090911-Greer1] and centrosome positioning during T-cell activation by regulating microtubule dynamics [@pone.0090911-Zyss1]. Given this the location of CkiA^Hrr25^ to SPBs and septa, might reflect its potential involvement in regulating microtubule dynamics at these structures. In the yeasts *S. pombe* and *S. cerevisiae* CkiA^Hrr25^ orthologues also locate to SPBs and septa/bud neck regions [@pone.0090911-Lusk1], [@pone.0090911-Johnson1], [@pone.0090911-Kafadar1]. Notably the two *S. pombe* casein 1 kinases, Hhp1 and Hhp2, are maintained at SPBs during SAC arrest in a manner similar to CkiA^Hrr25^ and have recently been shown to function in a checkpoint which delays cytokinesis in response to mitotic stress [@pone.0090911-Johnson1]. Given this the temporal location of CkiA^Hrr25^ to mitotic SPBs and then to forming septa might similarly help coordinate the completion of mitosis with septation in *A. nidulans*. A potential function for CkiA^Hrr25^ in negatively regulating septation might also be important to prevent sealing of the septal wall such that the septal pore can form.

In budding yeast Hrr25p regulates meiosis I when it is enriched at centromeric regions as part of the monopolin protein complex [@pone.0090911-Petronczki1]. While our localization studies indicate that CkiA^Hrr25^ is not enriched at mitotic centromeres, it is possible that SPBs act as a launching pad for CkiA^Hrr25^ to transition to kinetochores during meiosis I. Although highly speculative, such a transition might also involve SPB associated An-Cdc7 ([Figure 8](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"}), because DDK promotes the association of Monopolin with kinetochores during meiosis I in *S. cerevisiae* [@pone.0090911-Matos1].

Intriguingly, in addition to nuclei, SPBs and septa, CkiA^Hrr25^ also occasionally located to undefined cytoplasmic foci which were most prevalent during mitosis or mitotic arrest but also persisted for a period during the subsequent interphase ([Figure 9C and E](#pone-0090911-g009){ref-type="fig"}, arrows, [Figure 10B](#pone-0090911-g010){ref-type="fig"}; [Video S3](#pone.0090911.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These foci did not correspond to septa, the SPB/kinetochore cluster or to individual kinetochores which occasionally dissociate from the SPB/kinetochore cluster when spindles cannot form ([Figure 10B and C](#pone-0090911-g010){ref-type="fig"}). In addition although these cytoplasmic CkiA^Hrr25^ foci were present during the period between mitosis and septation, they did not locate to sites where septa subsequently formed (data not shown). However, as indicated by the location of the type II myosin MyoB, septal precursors can begin to form at one site and then disassemble and reassemble at another site along hyphae [@pone.0090911-TaheriTalesh1]. Given this, and the potential that CkiA^Hrr25^ negatively regulates septation, one possibility is that cytoplasmic CkiA^Hrr25^ foci mark sites of septation which are subsequently aborted, perhaps due to the activity of CkiA^Hrr25^.

### SepH concentrates in the basal region of apical cells where it displays a biphasic location to SPBs during mitosis and then during septation {#s2d5}

The SepH-DLAP septation kinase was difficult to detect in short cells but periodically became prominent at foci as cells grew longer. These SepH foci were unevenly distributed along germtubes typically concentrating in regions near the spore bulb of unseptated cells and/or near mature septa ([Figure 11](#pone-0090911-g011){ref-type="fig"}). This resulted in an asymmetric distribution of SepH foci concentrated in basal regions distal from the cell tip of longer cells. Time lapse imaging indicated that SepH foci were particularly prominent during periods preceding septation ([Figure 11](#pone-0090911-g011){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads). Following septation, SepH foci periodically concentrated in the basal region of the newly formed apical cell. This results in a shift in the concentration of SepH foci along germtubes as cells grow and septate ([Figure 11](#pone-0090911-g011){ref-type="fig"}). These experiments also revealed that the number and intensity of SepH foci varied as cells progressed through the cell cycle.

![SepH periodically appears at foci distal from the cell tip during growth.\
Time lapse images and kymographs showing SepH-DLAP and DIC to indicate septa formation. The grayscale has been inverted to more clearly visualize the SepH foci (arrowheads) which are prominent in the periods preceding septa formation (S1 and S2). Septa are indicated by broken red lines in the SepH images. The broken blue arrow indicates the distal (d) and proximal (p) end of the new apical cell formed following septation. The kymographs generated from images captured every 10 min depict polarized cell growth, septum formation and the periodic appearance of SepH at foci. Following septation, SepH foci are rarely present in the subapical cell but are present in the basal regions of the apical cell. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g011){#pone-0090911-g011}

SepH is orthologous to the *S. pombe* Cdc7 septation kinase (distinct from *S. cerevisiae* Cdc7p or An-Cdc7) which is the most upstream of the three septation initiation network (SIN) kinases, orthologues of which are required for septation in *A. nidulans* [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1], [@pone.0090911-Bruno1]--[@pone.0090911-Harris2]. Given that *S. pombe* Cdc7 locates to mitotic SPBs [@pone.0090911-GarciaCortes1], [@pone.0090911-Sohrmann1] we determined if any SepH foci co-localized with the SPB marker GCP3. In these experiments mitosis could be defined by the separation of SPBs. Live cell analysis of polarized germlings with at least 4 nuclei revealed that SepH foci where generally most prominent during early G2 when 89% (n = 28) of cells contained multiple SepH foci in the tip distal region which only rarely associated with SPBs (Figure S4 in Supplementary [File S1](#pone.0090911.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As cells progressed into late G2 the number of SepH foci decreased and SepH prominently associated with some SPBs as cells entered mitosis. Notably, the association of SepH with SPBs was not uniform with SepH preferentially associating with the SPBs of mitotic nuclei which were distal from the cell tip in 29 of 31 (93.5%) cells examined ([Figure 12A](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"}, [Video S4](#pone.0090911.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the intensity in individual nuclei varied, SepH remained associated with SPBs distal from the cell tip at all stages of mitosis. Following mitosis, the number and intensity of SepH foci decreased during early G1 prior to septation which occurred ∼20 min following mitosis ([Figure 12](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"}). However as cells continued through G1 SepH foci again became prominent in the tip distal region during the period of septation. Comparison with GCP3 indicated that SepH was prominent at SPBs during the period preceding septation in 38 of 39 (97.4%) cells examined ([Figure 12B](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"}). As occurs during mitosis, SepH only located to SPBs which were distal from the cell tip during the period of septation. This bias in SepH location to SPBs and other foci in regions distal from the cell tip during G2, mitosis and septation is clearly apparent in the kymographs shown in [Figure 12C](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"}. These kymographs also reveal that SepH is excluded from interphase nuclei (N1--5) as evidenced by shadows which divide from one to two during mitosis allowing nuclei to be tracked and defining foci associated with these nuclei as SPBs. Thus SepH locates to SPBs in a biphasic manner during the cell cycle, first during mitosis and again during the period of septation. In both cases the location of SepH to SPBs is biased such that it only associates with SPBs of nuclei which are distal from the cell tip and is absent from SPBs of nuclei nearer the cell tip.

![SepH displays a biphasic location to SPBs distal from the cell tip during mitosis and septation.\
**A** Time lapse images of a germling transiting mitosis for the cell shown in [Video S4](#pone.0090911.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Shown is the location of SepH-DLAP together with GCP3-mCherry. SepH positive SPBs are indicated by arrowheads. In G2 over 10 non-SPB SepH foci are present in the region most distal from the cell tip (e.g. arrows, time −6′). As the cell enters prophase (p) SepH associates with tip distal SPBs and is present at SPBs in this region during metaphase (m), anaphase (a) and telophase (t). In early G1 SepH rarely locates to SPBs. The segmented line at 9 min was used to generate the kymographs in C. **B** The same cell in A later in G1 when 2 septa form showing that SepH again associates with SPBs distal from the cell tip in the period preceding formation of the first septa (S1) and the second septa (S2). **C** Kymographs generated from images captured every 90 sec from the same experiment in A and B. The position of nuclei (N1--5) is apparent from the shadows formed by the nuclear exclusion of SepH. The asterisks indicate mitotic entry when SepH enters nuclei and associates with SPBs distal from the cell tip. In early G1 few SepH foci are apparent but SepH again associates with tip distal SPBs preceding the period of septation (Sep). Note that SepH preferentially locates to SPBs on the tip distal side of where the septum subsequently forms (e.g. arrow). **D** Graph generated from the same experiment showing the total number of SepH foci present at each time point (green) and also indicating which of these foci correspond to SPBs (red). **E** DIC images from the start and end of the time course with the position of the septa indicated. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g012){#pone-0090911-g012}

Although *S. pombe* Cdc7 initially associates with both SPBs during metaphase, during late anaphase and telophase it concentrates to only one SPB and this asymmetric distribution is important for SIN regulation [@pone.0090911-GarciaCortes1]--[@pone.0090911-Grallert1]. We therefore analyzed the localization of SepH and SPBs during the period of septation relative to the position where the septum subsequently formed. During the period preceding septum formation, SepH preferentially concentrated to SPBs on the tip distal side of where the septum subsequently formed in 19 of 20 (95%) cells examined. When cells formed only a single septum SepH dispersed from all SPBs within several minutes of septum formation (n = 9; [Figure 13A](#pone-0090911-g013){ref-type="fig"}). Contrasting this, when cells sequentially formed multiple septa, SepH progressively associated with SPBs along the germtube as each septum formed ([Figure 12C](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 13B and C](#pone-0090911-g013){ref-type="fig"}). For example the cell in [Figure 12](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"} sequentially forms 2 septa following mitosis and preceding the formation of each septum SepH concentrates on SPBs on the tip distal side of where each septum subsequently forms. As apparent in the kymograph, this results in a shift in the concentration of SepH following the formation of the first septum such that SepH concentrates in the region between the first septum and where the second septum subsequently forms ([Figure 12C](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"} arrow). This pattern of SepH localization also occurred when 3 septa formed sequentially along the germtubes of long cells as shown in [Figure 13C](#pone-0090911-g013){ref-type="fig"}. In all cases, following formation of the final septum SepH dispersed from all SPBs. Thus during the period of septation SepH concentrates asymmetrically to SPBs on the tip distal side of where each septum subsequently forms and loss of SepH from SPBs correlates with SIN inactivation.

![Gradients of SepH location to G1 SPBs shift along germtubes during the formation of multiple septa.\
Shown are kymographs generated from germlings undergoing mitosis (M) and septation (Sep) with images captured every 1 min. The position of the nuclei (N1--7) is apparent from the shadows formed by the nuclear exclusion of SepH-DLAP. Broken red lines indicate mature septa (MS) or newly forming septa (S1, 2 or 3) which can be seen on the DIC kymographs. The asterisks indicate mitotic entry when SepH enters nuclei but only associates with the SPBs of nuclei distal from the cell tip. Few SepH foci are apparent during early G1 but SepH associates with tip distal SPBs (arrows) prior to the formation of septa. **A** A cell which only forms a single septum. **B** A cell which forms 2 septa. **C** A cell which forms 3 septa. Note that during septation SepH preferentially locates to SPBs (arrows) on the tip distal side of where each septum forms. Following the formation of the last septum SepH disappears from all SPBs.](pone.0090911.g013){#pone-0090911-g013}

The preferential location of SepH to SPBs distal from the cell tip could be due to the affinity of these SPBs for SepH or potentially because SepH does not have time to spread from tip distal SPBs and foci to tip proximal SPBs during the rapid parasynchronous mitoses of *A. nidulans* germlings. To examine this we followed SepH location during entry into a prolonged mitotic SAC arrest in the absence of microtubules and followed mitotic entry and nuclear position using an NLS-DsRed ([n]{.ul}uclear [l]{.ul}ocation [s]{.ul}equence) reporter construct which disperses from nuclei when cells enter mitosis [@pone.0090911-DeSouza4], [@pone.0090911-Suelmann1]. Following microtubule depolymerization SepH located to non-SPB foci during G2 as normal ([Figure 14B](#pone-0090911-g014){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). As cells entered mitosis SepH re-located to SPBs indicating that the recruitment of SepH to SPBs is independent of microtubules. However, as during normal mitotic entry, SepH only located to SPBs that were distal from the cell tip and did not spread to SPBs proximal to the cell tip even when mitotic progression was delayed ([Figure 14B](#pone-0090911-g014){ref-type="fig"}). This asymmetric location of SepH to SPBs distal from the cell tip during entry into such prolonged mitosis occurred in 14 out of 15 germlings examined containing 4 or more nuclei. Thus SepH does not spread to tip proximal SPBs even when mitotic progression is delayed suggesting that tip proximal SPBs have a low affinity for SepH.

![SepH locates to SPBs in a microtubule independent manner and does not spread to tip proximal SPBs when mitotic progression is delayed.\
**A** A germling before (0′) and after (75′) transit through the mitotic state in the presence of benomyl. A mature septum (MS) is present at the start of the time course while a second septum is beginning to from at the end. SepH-DLAP is shown in green while nuclei are visualized by the NLS-DsRed nuclear transport marker. The cell was digitally straightened along the line in show at 0′ to generate the images shown in B. **B** Time lapse images and kymographs showing mitotic entry, indicated by mitotic NLS-DsRed dispersal, and SIME indicated by re-import of NLS-DsRed. During G2 SepH is at non-SPB foci (arrows) but associates with some SPBs (arrowheads) distal from the cell tip during mitotic entry even though microtubules are depolymerized. During SAC arrest SepH disperses from tip distal SPBs but does not spread to tip proximal SPBs. During SIME SepH again associates with some SPBs that are distal from the cell tip and is apparent at these SPBs until the time of septation. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g014){#pone-0090911-g014}

The above benomyl experiments also revealed that, unlike NIMX^cdk1^, An-Cdc7 and CkiA^Hrr25^, SepH is not maintained at mitotic SPBs during a mitotic SAC arrest. Notably however, during SIME after the SAC is inactivated, SepH again appeared at SPBs as cells returned to interphase ([Figure 14B](#pone-0090911-g014){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, in 9 out of 10 cells examined SepH was present at SPBs from SIME until septum formation ([Figure 14B](#pone-0090911-g014){ref-type="fig"} and [15C](#pone-0090911-g015){ref-type="fig"}). For example in the cell shown in [Figure 14B](#pone-0090911-g014){ref-type="fig"} SepH is present at G1 SPBs for at least 15 min at which point the first visible signs of septum formation are apparent. This contrasts what occurs following a normal mitosis when SepH is removed from SPBs in early G1 before re-associating with SPBs during the period of septation ([Figure 12](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"}).

![Septal positioning following SIME is abnormal and can sever nuclei.\
**A** A kymograph showing the NLS-DsRed nuclear transport marker during mitosis and septation (sep). Images of the cell before mitosis (G2) and after mitosis are also shown. A septum (S) forms in between G1 nuclei originating from different parental nuclei. **B** As for A but with the septum forming in the middle of two daughter nuclei generated from the same parental nucleus. **C** Images and kymographs showing transit through the mitotic state without microtubules in a cell which forms two post-mitotic septa. Nuclei are indicated (N1--3). The first septum (S1) forms closer to N2 than N1 whereas the second septum (S2) appears to form directly through N3 resulting in a "cut" phenotype with the septum separating the main nucleus from a smaller nuclear fragment (arrows). As septa formed on different focal planes, the NLS+DIC panel following septation is generated using DIC images from 2 different Z planes each merged with the maximum intensity profile for the NLS. **D** Graphs showing the average distance between nuclei divided by new septa following a normal mitosis (n = 12) and following SIME (n = 11). The distance from the septum to the closest nucleus is shown in blue. The distance from the septum to the furthest nucleus is shown in red. The position of the septum (S) relative to the nuclei it forms in between is indicated. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. Bar ∼10 µm.](pone.0090911.g015){#pone-0090911-g015}

While performing these experiments we noticed that septa were often aberrantly positioned following SIME often forming adjacent to nuclei. We thus compared the position of septa relative to G1 nuclei following normal mitosis and SIME. Following normal mitosis septa formed between post mitotic nuclei which were 18.5+/−4.5 µm apart (n = 12). In 71% of cells (n = 14) septa formed between daughter nuclei originating from the same parental nucleus ([Figure 15B](#pone-0090911-g015){ref-type="fig"}) as occurs in *S. pombe* and has been suggested to be the case in *A. nidulans* [@pone.0090911-Harris1]. Notably however in 29% of cells septa formed between G1 nuclei originating from different parental nuclei ([Figure 15A](#pone-0090911-g015){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, there was no correlation between the position of the mitotic spindle and the position where septa formed in G1. Together these data argue against models proposed for septal positioning based on the position of the mitotic spindle [@pone.0090911-Harris1], [@pone.0090911-Seiler1]. Following SIME, septa formed between nuclei which were 19.8+/−2.7 µm apart (n = 11), a similar distance to a normal mitosis. Contrasting the situation following a normal mitosis however, following SIME, septa frequently formed significantly closer to one nucleus than the other ([Figure 15D](#pone-0090911-g015){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, examination of kymograph representations of nuclear position following SIME indicated that in 4 out of 17 instances septa formed close enough to a nucleus that it caused that nucleus to move. Even more strikingly in two instances a septum appeared to form through a nucleus severing the main part of the nucleus away from a smaller region of the nucleus resulting in a "cut" phenotype ([Figure 15C](#pone-0090911-g015){ref-type="fig"} S2). Thus although septal positioning is aberrant in the absence of microtubules septation can still occur.

Septation is best understood in *S. pombe* in which SIN activation can be visualized by Cdc7 association with SPBs [@pone.0090911-GarciaCortes1], [@pone.0090911-Johnson2]. Given this the location of the orthologous SepH kinase to a subset of SPBs during septation provides new insights into how septation is restricted to the basal region of apical cells in *A. nidulans*. During late mitosis *S. pombe* Cdc7 locates to only the new SPB indicating differential SIN activity between the two SPBs [@pone.0090911-Grallert1]. Our data indicate that during septation in *A. nidulans* SepH locates to SPBs distal from the cell tip and suggest that the resulting gradient of SIN activity along the germ tube is important for septal positioning. Supporting this, when cells formed multiple septa the gradient of SIN activity (indicated by the SPB association of SepH) shifted along the germ tube as each septum forms. Therefore although still manifested at SPBs the asymmetric nature of SIN activity in *A. nidulans* occurs along the length of germ tubes and not necessarily between the SPBs of daughter nuclei. Thus the location of SepH during septation potentially explains how septation is restricted to the basal region of apical cells, as well as how such cells can form multiple septa in one cell cycle and how septa can form in between G1 nuclei originating from different parental nuclei.

There are also interesting differences between the locations of *S. pombe* Cdc7 and SepH at other stages in the cell cycle. Unlike *S. pombe* Cdc7, SepH locates to multiple non-SPB foci which are most prominent during early G2 in regions distal from the cell tip. Although the nature of these foci remains to be determined one possibility is that they help concentrate SepH in basal regions of apical cells. It is also notable that SepH prominently associates with a subset of SPBs distal from the cell tip during in early mitosis. It is likely that high NimX^Cdk1^/Cyclin B activity at mitotic SPBs inhibits septation during mitosis in a manner similar to what occurs in *S. pombe* in which Cdc7 first associates with SPBs in metaphase [@pone.0090911-Johnson2], [@pone.0090911-Guertin1]. However, the biphasic location of SepH to SPBs during mitosis and then again during septation suggests that SepH potentially has a mitotic function independent of septation. Further, this mitotic function is likely restricted to early mitosis as SepH is not maintained at mitotic SPBs during a pro-metaphase like SAC arrest. Interestingly SIN kinases are part of networks with other mitotic kinases such as the NIMA related kinase Fin1 in *S. pombe* [@pone.0090911-Grallert1], [@pone.0090911-Grallert2]. Thus we suggest that SepH contributes to early mitotic regulation at SPBs in the basal regions of apical cells in addition to regulating where septation occurs along hyphae during G1.

Conclusions {#s2e}
-----------

We have extended and complemented previous functional analysis of the *A. nidulans* kinome by completing proteomic analysis of 17 *A. nidulans* kinases. The basis for this analysis is the DLAP tag comprised of GFP in tandem with the S-tag affinity purification peptide and developed here for endogenous protein tagging using standard primers and methods. Using this tag we confirmed 3 known or predicted kinase complexes by LC-MS/MS analysis of DLAP tagged kinases purified using a single step affinity purification procedure. Live cell imaging confirmed localizations for 4 previously studied *A. nidulans* kinases and experimentally verified the predicted location of 13 kinases for the first time in filamentous fungi. In addition the An-Cdc7 DNA replication kinase was unexpectedly located to mitotic SPBs suggesting an unknown mitotic function for this kinase. Finally the SepH kinase displayed a biphasic location to SPBs distal from the cell tip during mitosis and then again during septation providing novel insights into how septation is potentially regulated along the length of filamentous fungal hyphae. Collectively the data demonstrate the utility of the DLAP tag for proteomic and localization analysis in *A. nidulans*.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

Generation of Endogenously DLAP Tagged Kinases {#s3a}
----------------------------------------------

Both the N and C-terminal DLAP tags contained 10 amino acid spacers which separated the GFP and S-tag as well as the GFP and the tagged protein. The C-terminal DLAP (GFP-S-tag::*pyrG* ^Af^) cassette was amplified from plasmid pCDS65 (Supplemental [File S2](#pone.0090911.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) using the standard *A. nidulans* C-terminal tagging primers HP116 and FN01-pyrG [@pone.0090911-Liu2],[@pone.0090911-Yang1]. Full length C-terminal tagging constructs were generated by 3 way fusion PCR [@pone.0090911-Szewczyk1], [@pone.0090911-Yang1] using primers listed in Supplemental [file S4](#pone.0090911.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. To endogenously N-terminally tag proteins, a S-tag-GFP DLAP cassette was amplified from plasmid pCDS67 (Supplemental [File S3](#pone.0090911.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) using primers CDS335 and CDS346, and a *pyrG* ^Af^ cassette amplified from plasmid pCDS60 [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1] using primers CDS337 and FN01-*pyrG*. Full length N-terminal tagging constructs were generated by 5 way fusion pcr using primers designed to endogenously express the DLAP-kinase and land the *pyrG* ^Af^ marker between the kinase promoter and the upstream gene. Prior to transformation primers and polymerase were removed using a Qiagen PCR purification kit. The Expand Long Template PCR kit with the buffer 3 system (Roche) was used for fragment amplification, fusion PCR and diagnostic PCR [@pone.0090911-Yang1].

Tagging constructs were transformed into strain SO451 (*pyrG*89; *wA*3; *argB*2*; ΔnkuA^ku70^::argB pyroA*4; *sE*15 *nirA*14 *chaA*1 *fwA*1) in which the deletion of the *nkuA^ku70^* gene facilitates a high frequency of homologous recombination [@pone.0090911-Nayak1]. Transformed protoplasts were plated onto YAG media lacking uridine and uracil for *pyrG* ^Af^ marker selection and containing 1 M sucrose to maintain osmotic stability. Transformants were streaked to single colony and tested for site specific integration by diagnostic PCR using primers situated external to the targeting sequence for each tagging construct. External primers for C-terminally tagged kinases were the same as those used to confirm correct integration of kinase deletion constructs [@pone.0090911-DeSouza1]. Strains used in this study are listed in Supplemental [file S5](#pone.0090911.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Live Cell Imaging Analysis {#s3b}
--------------------------

Conidiospores were inoculated in 35 mm glass-bottom microwell dishes (MatTech) containing minimal media with glucose as the carbon source and urea as the nitrogen source. Imaging was carried out at room temperature using an Ultraview ERS spinning disk confocal system (Perkin-Elmer) fitted with an Orca-AG camera (Hamamatsu) on a TE2000-U inverted microscope (Nikon) with a 60× 1.40 NA Plan Apochromatic objective (Nikon). For some experiments, imaging was with an Ultraview Vox spinning disk confocal system (Perkin-Elmer) fitted with dual C9100-13 cameras (Hamamatsu) run by Volocity software (Perkin-Elmer). Data are displayed as maximal intensity profiles. Benomyl (Sigma) was used at a concentration of 2.4 µg/ml which is sufficient to depolymerize all microtubules [@pone.0090911-Horio1]. Image analysis, quantification, pixel line intensity profiles and kymograph generation was carried out using ImageJ freeware (Rasband, WS, ImageJ, US National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA, <http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/>, 1997--2008). To quantify histone H1 fluorescence levels the average pixel intensity less the background was determined for an identical sized area for each cell. Each time series was aligned for mitotic entry and values normalized relative to the last frame in G2 before mitotic entry which was set to 100%. Data points represent the mean +/− standard deviation.

Mass Spectrometry Analysis {#s3c}
--------------------------

Endogenously DLAP tagged kinases were purified from lysates generated from lyophilized mycelia with the following modifications to methodologies previously described [@pone.0090911-Liu2]. To obtain biomass in a variety of developmental stages, mycelia were harvested from 50 ml large petri dish cultures inoculated with 1×10^8^ conidiospores and grown until asexual spore production was apparent, typically 28--32 hr. 10 dishes grown in this manner typically generated ∼0.6 mg lyophilized dry weight and ∼80--100 mg of total protein extract. A control DLAP construct expressed from the *pyrG* promoter in place of *pyrG* served as a control. For lowly abundant kinases, as estimated by kinase-DLAP fluorescence levels, the volume of S-protein agarose beads (Novagen) was decreased two to four fold from the standard 150 µl packed bead volume/100 mg total protein. To minimize protein degradation, extracts were incubated with S-protein agarose for 15 min at 4° in the presence of protease inhibitors [@pone.0090911-Liu2]. After extensive washing, purified proteins were eluted from the S-protein agarose beads using SDS-PAGE sample buffer as described [@pone.0090911-Liu2]. 5--10% of each purified sample was run on analytical SDS-PAGE gels for silver staining or western blotting with an anti-GFP antibody (Clontech). The remaining sample was run on preparative SDS-PAGE gels until proteins had just entered the separating gel and proteins excised as single gel slice [@pone.0090911-Liu2] which was submitted for LC-MS/MS analysis at the Ohio State University Campus Chemical Instrument Center Mass Spectrometry and Proteomics Facility.
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**An-Cdc7 locates to mitotic SPBs.** The cell in [Figure 8A](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"} transiting mitosis showing An-Cdc7-DLAP location together with Nup49-mCherry. Time is in min.
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**Cells lacking An-Cdc7 undergo multiple cell cycles.** The movie used to generate [Figure 8D](#pone-0090911-g008){ref-type="fig"} showing a germinating Δ*An-Cdc7* spore containing GFP-Tubulin and Histone H1-mCherry. Although DNA replication does not occur due to the lack of An-Cdc7 function, this cell attempts mitosis twice separated by an intervening period of interphase. Time is in min.
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**CkiA^Hrr25^ locates to SPBs and a cytoplasmic focus during SAC arrest.** The movie used to generate [Figure 10B](#pone-0090911-g010){ref-type="fig"} showing CkiA^Hrr25^ -DLAP together with Ndc80-mCherry in a cell transiting the mitotic state without microtubules. Time is in min.
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**SepH displays a biphasic location to SPBs distal from the cell tip during mitosis and septation.** The movie used to generate [Figure 12](#pone-0090911-g012){ref-type="fig"} showing SepH-DLAP, GCP3-mCherry and DIC. The appearance of septa (S1 and S2) is indicated. Time is in min.
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